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L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. ( ) TASKING: Initially the interviewer was provided a 3x5 card 
on which the following tasking was typed: ''Ideotifv the roaio sbaoe fea,urei and 
purpose of the structures at (coordinate)! _ In the 
two subsequent sessions the interviewer was provided further verbal tasking 
and directions,,:i i.e., " site is accurate but focus attention on tunnel and 
rocket device,'' ·'additional emphasis on purpose of rocket device and relation to 
site." Throughout sessions the internewer was never told the exact nature 
of the site, its key facilities nor its mis~ion. In the initial session, the 
Source,was simply given the coordinates of the site, (encrypted to preclude 
inadvertent geographic cueing as per E~tended Remote Viewing(ERV) protocols). 
In subsequent sessions, Source was again provided the coordinates and a general 
synopsis of previously reported data. No additional specific tasking emphasis o~ 
intentional cueing was prowled to Source. 

2. ( ) SESSION: During the initial session, Sou.rce took a "joyride" 
to an unspecified site whose descriptive data did not coincide with the known 
data on the site. Source was retargetted, (coordinates repeated) and 
successfully acquired the site. In subsequent sessions Source was encourage 
to initially take a "joy ride" to a site of his choosing, (later to be designated 
"§anctuary") and from that site, at the direction of the interviewer, he was 
to move to the target. This technique appeared to eliminate inadvertent 
~eporting on non-related targets and wai enjoyable to the Source, therefore, 
~he use of "§anctuary" target.ting will continue on a trial basis to cft:ermine 
tts affect on the Source's success rate. 
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3. ( ) SUMMARY: The following is cornjlation of the raw and unevaluated 
aata provided by Source during the total of three sessions conducted on this 
target. 

a. ( ) A fenced complex of buildings and facilities with a feeling 
of military involvement. There are numerous scientists and technicians working 
at the site. Some areas. of the site are above ground, (buil:tbngs and related 
facilities), while other areas are underllg~rnd or at least partially under
ground. Mnay of the buildings appear to be abandoned completely including one 
building (next to a railroad track) which may have once been a depot. This 
building ~evedi¥bibR~~00211¥1/18Il!R9fAI.R[Jp961.IOW89Rffi):19Uffi25000-l!-8t of 


